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Focus on Nutrition
in the Bicentennial Year
R. Gaurth Hansen
It is timely for UTAH SCIC to focus attention on nutrition in the Bic n tennial y ar.
To improve th di t of many and
to provid adequate aloric intak s for the I ss fortunate ar
major international i ue. Ther
is no mor important goal at
Utah Stat Univer ity a elswhere than to d ign agricultural
production to m t th sp cifi
food needs of p ople in Utah and
around th world.

But who i to d fin tho
ne ds: In the mor afflu nt nations with limit d xp rimental
evidence pr sure ar mounting
to install a public 'nutrition
policy , pr sumably to r duce
the ri k of coronary heart dis-
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ea e . Mor than 50 p rcent of
th male population in th se nations will die with om cafdiova cular ailm nts and it has be n
argu d that diet is an important
element in management of cardiova cular di ea e. C rtainly p ople
at ri k can improve th ir outlook
by altering th if ating habit
but thi i hardly reason for a
major qualitativ national dietary
change.

percent of the calorie we conume. Fats are a conc ntrat d
ourc of calori
th r for th
advantage of reducing fat intak
in population wh re xces food
n rgy is consum d becom s
obviou . This i not justifi ation
however for changing national
agricultural policy to det rmin
the kind of food that should b
produced.
Public Concern is Increasing

To be ure in most We t rn
nation
ov r- on umption of
foods i a relativ ly general problen. Since th turn of th c ntury w have in th Unit d
State increa ed our con umption of fat largely from vegetable
ource from 35 percent to 45

But p rhaps th
"hunger
amid t pI nty "
I arly documented by th
ten- tat
US
National utrition Survey does
warrant a public reaction. To be
sure
the malnourished were
found more frequ ntly among
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the poor but ad quat m ans do
not insur
a nutritionally
balanc d di t. For som unknown r ason the public was
littl conc rned wh n the consequenc of an inad quate diet
was "only" limit d physical
dey lopm nt. ow that malnourishm nt i known to impair
mental d v lopm nt how v r a
political issue is m rging. Public
int r st in nutrition has n v r
b n k en r.
As th choic s on th groc ry
sh If b com increasingly mor
confusing th consumer must
becom
b tt r
ducated. For
ducators this pres nts both an
opportunity and a chall ng . The
opportunity is in s king th b st
way to communicate significant
nutrition information. The chalI nge is to ducat th consumer
so they can quickly s parat fact
from fancy. Admittedly,
ps udo-nutrition group peddling
their miracl foods ar mor of
an
conomic burden than a
h alth threat. Most of us instinctiv Iy sens th thr at to our
h alth if w commit ourselv s
too thoroughly to a fad that may
not hav any sound backing in
nutritional scienc. Parado ic lly. how
r w
m willing t
p nd milli n of d lIar
in respons
to promotional
sch m s that promise h alth
from miracl
foods or food
supplements. Th cure s Ins to
b b Uer consum r ducation.
In th US b cause of highly
skilled agricultural producers,
only 18 p rc nt of an av rag
income has to be spen t to
purchase food. This r cord is
un xc 11 d in today's world.
Thus the opportunity is availabl
for U c n urn r to balanc
th ir di t from readily a ailabl
and inexpensive foods. With a
sharply focused and imaginativ
educational program, consum rs
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can inv st that 18 p rc nt wis Iy.
Human Nutrition Advance
Through Animal Nu trition
In thi
i ue of UTAH
SIN
we giv aU nti n to
both animal and human nutrition. In many r sp ts th
sci nc of anim I nutrition i th'
more advanced of the two. As a
direct r suIt of th ability to
xp rim nt and th r by id ntify
th most conomic altemativ
for animal production animal
nu trition has b com a sin .
In ob erving th r spons of
animals to di tary alt rnativ s
how v r much has b n I am d
that has application to human
nutrition. It i appropria t th r for that in this sp cial i u of
UTAH SCIENCE problem of
bbth animal and human nutrition
ar tr at d sid by sid parti ularly sinc th ultimate goal of
animal nutrition i to provide
whol som and nourishing food
to h lp balance th diet for
humans.
The sp cific areas f mphasis
highligh ted in th m gazin ar
problem of substance for Ut h.
Our s nior citiz n ar oft n at
greatest ri k and in ne d of nutritional hlp. By 1980 abou t
twenty fiv million peopl in th
US will be ov r 65. We acknowledg this situation by f aturing
som of their con rn in
rowing Old in Utah - Th Nutrition
Side. "

Whenever the alternative is a
drug or diet, go as far as possible
with diet

Illnesses can som times be
ffectiv ly treat d by means
oth r than m dicin . not that
medicines ar in and of th ms Iv s bad. In many ca s ch mical therapy is the only way to
stabilize a malfunctioning human
physiology. But wh n v r th
alternativ is a drug or diet, my
r commendation is to go as far as
possible with di t in containing
Utah Science

The new Nutrition and Food Sciences Building at Utah State University dedicated in 1976.

or even curing a disease; ther fore, the article, "Foods Instead
of Drugs to Offset Diuretic Potassi urn Loss s."
The nutrient composition of
both foods for consumers and
feeds for animals needs to keep
pace with data about nutrient
requirements. Application of the
knowledg of one component in
the equation requires mor in fo rrna tion about the others. The
efficient management of livestock
has been aided by application of
comput r techniqu . h difference b tw n conomic ucc
and failure for th liv tock producer can be a v ry narrow margin. Th taff at Utah Stat Univer ity and th USDA-ARS Colontrilaborator at USU hay
but d ub tantially and originally
in thi fi Id.
USU Becomes
A Nutritional Center
Finally, nutrition and food
September 1976

sci nce at Utah Stat has come
of age with two significant
v nts. With the dedication of
the Nutrition and Food Sciences
Building at Utah State, a goal
was achiev d that represented
combined efforts of consumers
industry, state government, and
the university. At the dedication
of that building one of the outstanding nutritionists of the
world presented an address
which is fundamentally sound
and far reaching in substance.
And then Utah State University
gained even further recognition
as a center of nutritional competence and capability when the
International Feedstuffs Symposium was held in July under the
direction of Lorin E. Harris.
About 350 scientists from all
over the world gathered at USU
to discuss the finer points of
animal nutrition and ways to
comput rize feed information to
assure asy and ready access for
all. Both events are signaled in

this issue of UTAH SCIENCE.
As food has become relatively
scarce and an important component of the international
balance of trade instead of an
unmanageable surplus in the US,
management of national production assumes international significance. More and more people of
the world have an interest in US
agriculture. For most of the
world population the question is
how to obtain enough of any
kind of food to survive. For the
more fortunate it is now possible
to ask the qualitative question,
are th y ating th right kind of
food nutritionally. Both ar important qu tions. And olutions
to both are being ought by scientist at Utah Stat Univ rsity.

R. Gaurth Hansen is Provost and Professor,
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
and Profe sor, Department of Nutrition and
ood Service, USU.
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The Science of Nutrition

1776-1976
William J. Darby

The science of nutrition often
is dated from the discovery of
oxygen and of oxidation in
1775-1776. During the first century of our country and of nutritional science, ideas flowed rapidly between Europe and America. Following the French Revolution, Napoleon's extensive military campaigns demanded an improved food supply for his army.
A monetary prize was offered for
the design of a useful method for
preserving foodstuffs, and, in
1810, M. Appert was awarded
12,000 francs by the Minister of
the Interior Count of the Empire, upon the recommendation
of the Board of Arts and Manufacturers, which included the
famous scientist Gay-Lussac. The
prize-winning method of food
preservation consisted of hermetical sealing of food in glass.
Appert's treatise was translated
and published in English in 1811.
Within a decade, William
Underwood in Boston established a firm for the preservation of food by Appert's process
and, in 1839, both Underwood
and Thomas Kensett gave up the
use of glass bottles and introduced tin-plate containers... the
revolution of canning had begun.
This innovation began the continuing series of technological
advances in food in America-
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Gail Borden's invention of condensed milk and its success in
supplying military needs during
the Civil War; the refrigerated rail
transport of meat by Swift; the
quick-freezing of food by Clarence Birdseye and development
of the necessary refrigerated distribution system for its commercialization; freeze drying foods
during World War II - to identify
but a few examples of American
Genius.
Science and the Founding Fathers
Thomas Jefferson succeeded
Benjamin Franklin as Minister to
France in 1785. Jefferson has
been termed "The Scientific
Scout for America." Indeed,
these founding fathers set forth
the philosophy, not only political, but scientific, which has
determined America's greatness.
J efferson, in a letter from Paris,
March 24, 1789, wrote to President Williard of Harvard:

The first method of food
preservation consisted of
hermetical sealing of food in
glass.

, . .1 t is for such institutions as that
over which you preside so worthily,
Sir , to do justice to our country, its
productions, and its genius. It is the
work to which the young men, whom
you are forming, should lay their
hands. We have spent the prime of
our lives in procuring them the precious blessing of Uberty. Let them
pend theirs in showing that it i the
great parent of science and virtue'
and that a nation will be great in
both, always in proportion a it is
free.

Utah Science

Photo courte y USU Archive

German Chemical Inference
Justus Von Liebig, a German
scientist, ori nted American agriculture and food and nutrition
knowledge toward chemistry.
The first American edition of
Liebig's "Organic Chemistry in
Its Applications to Agriculture
and Physiology" was a reprint
from the 1840 English edition.
Charles Browne notes that:
The influence of Liebig and hi
chool upon agriculture wa 0 overwhelmingly chemical that, for the
next half century after publication of
hi book, chemi try wa a sumed to
ience in agribe the whole of
culture. The ole importance of
chemi try wa 0 ingrained in the
public mind that Liebig' pupil,
harle W. Wetherill wa the fII t
cienti t to be appointed in the US
Department of Agriculture in 1862.
For many year after the establi hment of agricultural experiment tarion, in the creation of which
Liebig' graduate played so important a part, it wa tacitly a umed by
State authoritie that chemi t were
the only one qualified to be the
director of the e in titu tions. The
chemical in pecion of commercial
fertilizers, another idea of Liebig and
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the chief occupation of early exp riment tations, had much to do with
thi attitude."

W. O. Atwater and USDA
Thi influ n
I d Wilbur O.
Atwat r to obtain his doctorate
under Professor Samuel W. J ohnson of Yal in 1869 with an
interest in agricultural chemistry
which took him to Leipzig and
Berlin and subs quently to Carl
Voit's laboratory in Munich. In
1875 he becam Dir ctor of the
newly established first state agricultural experiment station at
Wesleyan University in Connecticut. His interests and efforts
led to passage in 1887 of the
Hatch Act establishing, in the US
Department of Agriculture , an
Office of Experiment Stations of
which Atwater became Chief, as
well as Director of the new
Storrs Experiment Station.
As Director of the federal
office, he conceived his mission
to be "To bring the stations
throughout the country together,

to unify th ir work and to put
th minto ommuni ation with
the great world of scienc ." He
was adamant that the Office of
Experiment Stations b kept out
of politics and that it be placed
upon "the highest and tru st
scientific lev 1."
Just at th
nd of our first
century the land grant colleg s
were establi h d by the first
Morrill Act of 1862. As America
entered its second century, it
was Wilbur O. Atwat r who provided the r markabl lead rship
that enabled the impl m ntation
of Thomas Jeff rson's appeal to
Pr sident Williard of Harvard
that "young m n should be enabl d to spend the prime of their
lives in showing that this nation
is the great parent of sci nce and
virtue."
Re earch in Human Metabolism
The emphasis upon energy
req uirements of man in the early
years of this century stemmed
71

Photo courtesy USU Archives

Nutrition progresses at Utah State University.

Photo courtesy USU AIchives
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from a close association between
great American and German nutritional physiologists, Carl Voit,
Max Rubner, Graham Lusk,
Francis G. Benedict, W. O. Atwater, and others who contributed to later improvements and
simplifications of methodology.
Outside the mainstream of
science stemming from the best
of well-equipp d laboratories
th re began to m rge experim ntal clinical research in human
nutrition in the middle of America's first 100 years. A youthful
graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania, John R. Young,
presented in 1803 as his graduation thesis "An Experimental
Inquiry, into the Principles of
Nutrition, and the Digestive Proc ss." This was followed in 1833
by William Beaumont's "Experiments and Observations on the
Gastric Juice and th Physiology
of Digestion."

Elaboration of the vitamin
hypothesis leads to an eruption
of interest in nutrition.

There developed wide awareness of the role of nutrition in
the management of disease , and
of the association between food
and the cure or prevention of
certain dis ases now termed deficiency diseases- scurvy, pellagra, beriberi and sprue- but the
state of scientific knowledge
could hardly be termed either
satisfactory or complete. The
need for nitrogen in the form of
protein and the presence of some
specific amino acids in the protein had been established by
Magendie in 1816.
In this country it was in
laroe m a ur th influ nc of
the di tinguish d phy iologist
Graham Lusk of Corn 11 that
plac d th
cienc of nutrition
on a broad r hard base particularly as r lat s to m tabolism of
proteins and fat a w 11 as th
energy r quir m nts in dis as
stat s.
Newer Knowledge of Nutrition
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Eruption of interest in nutrition , experimental, basic, chemical and clinical, followed upon
the elaboration of the vitamin
hypothesis that stemmed from the
classical studies of Sir Frederick
Gowland Hopkins. The astute
analysis of Casimir Funk in 1911
consolidated the hypothesis and
underscored it with a new term
"vitamine. "
There was a diffusion of interest in nutrition in a wide
number of colleges and universities, land grant institutions,
departments of home economics,
and in schools of medicine, particularly departments of pediatrics and of internal medicine, as
well as biochemistry physiology
and other of the basic sciences.
This was the era of "the hunger fighters," those enormously
imaginative and productive
American scientists who contributed to the discovery, identification isolation syntheses and
su bsequent utili.zation of vitamin
after vitamin in the conquest of
deficiency diseases.
State of Knowledge Today
The state of knowledge currently is such that nutritional
empericism of the past is replaceable in application with scientific
knowledge of metabolism and
nutrition. It was Thomas Jefferson who attributed Benjamin
Franklin's pre-eminent position
in science to his emphasis on
"the usefulness of Dr. Franklin's
science. "
Today's food s ientist i conc rn d with the us fuln ss of his
ci nc . His field gr w to provid
th sci ntific bas for mpirical
t chnology to pr v nt probl ms
of spoilage of foods to pr s rv
food to improv flavor and acptability and ultimat ly nutritional quality. Military n ed w re
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a great stimulus to the development of this field.
The Food Scienti t
The food scientist's r sponsibility has extended to nutritional
to xi cology - carci noge n sis,
mutagenesis and other aspects of
ch mical safety and wholesomeness- and to control and regulat
matters. He must be aware of the
many factors involved in decision-making: scienc, economics social factors political factors, aesthetics, emotions.
The Re pon ibility of the Scienti t
All sci ntists concerned with
food and nutrition have a uniqu
responsibility that aris s b caus
matt rs pertaining to environmental pollution, safety of the
nvironm nt, safety and quality
of foods, pesticides or additives
are motional subjects for many
vocal members of our society.
Statements pertaining to such
subjects attract irnrnediat attention. It is particularly important
th refor , that information provided by scientists to th public
be accurate, balanced and obj ctive and avoid creating a sens of
alarm wh r there is no reason
for disquiet.

To Minimize Future Crises
I submit that the knowledge
and the planning ability exist to
establish a system for the future
which will minimize crises and
assure increasing improvem nt of
health and relief of human suffering through nutritional betterment.
Will and Ari I Durant wrote in
Lessons from History":
The heritage that we can now more
fu lly tran mit i rich r than ever
befor. It i rich r than that of
Pericles for it include all the Gre k
flowering that followed him; richer
than Leonardo' , for it include him
and the Italian Renai a nce' richer
than Voltaire' for it embrace all the
rench enligh tenment and its ecumenical di emination. If progre is
real de pite o ur whinmg, it is not
becau e we are born any healthler
better or wiser than infants were in
t he past, but becau e we are born to
a richer heritage, born on a rugher
lev I of that pede tal, which th
accumulation of knowl dge and art
rai
as tlTe grou nd and support of
our bing. The heritage ri ,and
man ri es in proportion as he receive .

May society insure its own
future by providing that support
essential for us more fully to
transmit our rich heritage so that
man may rise in proportion as he
receives. Failure to do so will

impose as penalty a spectre of
future want, of need and starvation of inconceivably disastrous
consequ nces. The rewards of
success are freedom from hunger
and realization of world dev lopment through technologic application of scientific knowledge.
Success will be in fact the realization of those goals of science
envisioned in the 17th Century
by Francis Bacon:
... the real and legitimate goal of the
cienc s is the endowment of human
life with new inventions and riches
. ... not to mak imperfect man perfect, but to make imperfect man
m ore co mfortable, happy and
healthy ...

Su h i our goal and r ponsibility a nutrition and food cienti ts and ducators in fulfilling
world n ed pr ent and future.
Attainm nt of the goals requires
leader hip from and und rstanding of th total community : scintist ed ucator politician and
tat men
conomist gov mm ntal official and the g n ral
public.
William J. Darby i pre ident of the utrition oundation Inc.
ew York and Wa hington, D.C. Thi article i an e ' cerpt from
hi paper " ood and
utrition Science
and World eed" pre ented at the dedication program for USU' ne\
utrition and
ood cience Building on April 23, 1976.

Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.
loin Woodsy. Give a hoot. Don't pollute.
Work out ways to make wastes useful.

Animal Nutrition Current Research
Maximizing Forage U e in
Beef Production
The world population xplosion is putting increasing pressur
upon food production r sources.
Fe ding of grains to livestock
s ems destined to decrease so
that more grain production can
be diverted to direct use by man.
Future beef production will, of
necessity, be built around increasingly greater us of forage.
Range forage production has
been markedly incr ased during
the past two decades in the
Intermountain W t through improv d manag m nt and r
ding. In thi rang ar
al 0
new br ds of cattl (exotics)
have b en introduc d and ar
being wid ly us d in many ar as
although their production abilities have not been determined
under this environment.

na tive win t r rang s will be
tested for beef production. Hereford cows will be compar d with
exotic and Her ford crossbred
cows under these syst ms. Reproductive rates in cows, growth
rate in calves and amount of beef
produced per unit ar a will be
determined.
Under the feedlot phas the
steers produced in th project
will be finished under different
levels of concentrates to forage.
rowth rat and f d ffii ncy a w 11 a carca quality
data will b obtain d. In addition
h If-lif of r tail cut
on urn r acc ptan
ooking
10
flavor t nd rn
and
juicin
will b m ur d.
(Res archers:
Harris)

Bennett,

Kearl

Phosphoru for Beef Cattle
One research proj ct at USU is
developing and testing systems
for beef production that maximize forage use and minimize use
of concentrates. The project will
ha
a range pha and f dlot
pha e. Under th rang phas
yst m of ombining u of natural umm r mountain range
and th r
d d rang and th
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xp rim nt at US
with
w anling H r ford calv to thr
years of age show no significant
diff rences in reproduction to
dat as a result of phosphorus
tr atments.
either has there
be n a differ nce in body weight
or fe d ffici ncy, lthough there
were minimal differ nc s in
75

blood constituents and ip bone
and muscle biopsy.
Hay containing the lowest
levels of phosphorus available in
Utah was selected as the basal
feed. Treatments used approximately 60 percent of the commonly recommended levels
(basal feed) in one-half of the
individually fed diets and approximately 150 percent in the
other half.
There were two replications in
time, with 48 calves being carried
on individual feeding for nine
months with measurement of
carry over currently approaching
three years on individual feeding.
An undergraduate research
project indicated that depraved
appetite (pica) was not related to
the phosphorus treatments.
(Researchers:
Butcher)

Call,

Blake,

Improved Range Nutrition
for Improved Calf Crops
The critical nutritional period
during the last stages of a cow's
lactation here in the Intermountain area is usually the
early spring during the immature
stages of vegetation growth; this
situation can lead to late calves
and low calf crops.
A recent USU study is documenting the increase in kilograms
of beef weaned as a result of
improved spring pasture, improvements on a summer range,
and a more efficient management
strategy on a northern Utah
ranch.
The level of beef production
and the amount and quality of
spring and summer forage before
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any improvements will be compared to the beef production
after range improvements have
been impleme t d. Returns from
the increased beef production
will be compared to the cost of
the improvements to determine
the net returns to the rancher.
(Researchers: Ralphs, Butcher)
Selection of Replacement
Heifer Calves
Over 900 replacement heifer
calves were weaned at an average
weight of 173 kilograms in rnidNovem ber and were fed to gain
approximately one pound per
head per day , with an average
weight of 266 kilograms when
breeding was initiated in June of
the following year.
In order to approach the desired average weight of 272 kilograms at 14 months of age it was
necessary to put these calves in a
farm-type feedlot and feed them
on silage, alfalfa hay, and a
limited amount of barley grain.
Th
calves were predominantly Hereford with some
Angus-H reford crosses. It was
found that the minimum weight
before bre ding at this ag was in
the 250 to 260 kilograms range,
and the optimum maximum
appeared to be 330 kilograms
with the greatest criticism of the
heavier calves being too much
fat.
Th crit ria for stablishing
these ranges was based on th
efficiency of breeding which approximated 85 p rc nt conc ption for th calves in th 260
to 330 kilograms range. Th se
cattl were r br d and the av-

erage weight in Novem ber of the
second year of production was
400 kilograms.
The data were verified in two
subsequent years with approximately 900 calves in each of
these years.
Field studies are continuing on
inventory control, critical periods
of nutrition and management for
optimum range cattle production . .
(Researchers: Butcher, Stenquist,
Call)
Inventory Control
Research conducted at USU
indicates that there are three
major factors involved in a productive beef cattle operation.
These include knowing the number of animals in the operation,
being sure that each is a productive unit, and then feeding these
animals at a level that will insure
maximum return. Continuing
research shows that inventory
control of animals on a farm or
ranch is more of a problem than
commonly thought.
(Researchers:
Butcher)

Stenquist,

Ca ttle Feeding
At the request and cooperation of the Ogden Area Beef
Feeders, experiments relative to
finishing cattle for slaughter markets have been conducted at
USU for the past 15 years. Holstein steers appeared in these
studies to be as efficient in producing beef as Hereford steers,
especially when sold on a grade
and yield basis. Little advantage
resulted in providing protein

Utah Science

supplements, since Utah's natural
feeds are generally adequate in
prot in.
Finishing cattle did not rspond directly to temperature',
precipitation , or barometric
changes although there was a
depression in feed efficiency in
the cold, wet, sloppy pens of
winter.

Holstein and Hereford used in feeding trials.

Ther was no apparent difference b tween Hereford steers
and Charolais-Her ford crossbred
st ers in efficiency of meat production although the crossbred
steers did require a heavier
weight to meet slaughter grades.
One experiment indicated a significant feed saving by putting
weaning calves into the f: edlot,
growing them out, and finishing
them as soon as practical as
compared to cattl of the same
ag
and breeding that were
"roughed" through the wint r,
summer d on pasture, and finished at a significantly older age.
Rumensin appeared as effectiv as generally reported in the
lit rature for incr asing f d
ffici ncy, although the I v Is of
Rumensin fed must be adjust d
to the weight of animal used.
Cub d alfalfa appear d more effici nt for growing diets for
heifer or steer calves than
hopp d alfalfa. Thi wa apparntly a r ult of incr a d f d
on umption wh n ub
w r
fed.

Researcher is shown recording feed consumption data for cows on the
feed utilization efficiency trial. Cows were tied to their designated feed
manger four times daily throughout the 30S-day lactation. Cows were
housed together in open sheds similar to conventional dairy housing
units.
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(Researchers:
cher)

Stenquist ,

But-

Dairy Ca ttle
A consistent concern at USU
has been with genetics and the
breeding of dairy bulls and cows
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that would assure economical
production levels.
In the recent past dairymen
wanted animals that would give
high milk production while on
high grain rations. Now that feed
grain prices are soaring, the need
is for animals that can produce
efficiently on low-grain or allforage di ts. One substantial res arch effort at USU has been
trying to answer questions rais d
by this shift.

Feed Utilization Efficiency
To determine whether breeding and s,J ction programs must
be changed along with changed
f eding patterns workers at USU
b gan a two-phas
research
project on the subject .
In th first phas , the f ding
of four diff rent rations to 289
daughters of 18 Holst in sires
showed that a standard, hayplus-grain ration resulted in better milk production efficiency
than all forage . Gross fe d utilization efficiency was highly correlated with I vel of milk production, indicating that selection for
high milk yi ld is also sel ction
for efficient f ed conversion. The
gen ral conclusion drawn from
this work was that current selection procedures will not be detrimental to feed utilization efficiency, even under drastically
different feeding programs.
Data from the second phase
have not yet been analyzed, but
are expected to defme the
influence and interaction of nutritional level and genetic background on feed utilization efficiency, production, and repro-
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Cows being exercised in the circular exercise lane. The lane is 30 meters in
circumference. A variable speed electric motor powers the arms carrying the
grates which drive the cows around the circle. Cows learn to foUow the exercise
routine in a few days, but are always looking for a way to get out of being
exercised.

duction of first-lactation cows.
Thr e hundr d animals have been
involved in this second phase.
(Res archers: Lamb , Anderson,
Stoddard)
Prelactation Exerci e
One major problem associated
with managing modern dairy
cow i th ir low con umption of
~ d imm diat ly following parturition. During thi
p riod
while daily milk production is
increasing rapidly, appetites are
depress d r lativ to nutrient
needs and physiological syst ms
ar not fun tioning optimally. A
a r ult (particularly in highproducing ow) body r rv
are depleted and then milk production begins to decline.
Achieving a viable energy balance

Future beef production will be
built around greater use of
forage.

Utah Science

nants. In another trial they
determined the effects of whey
on volatile fatty acids in the
rumen.
After acc ptance of the whey
by the milking cows 16 of them
w r f d liquifi d wh y during
their dry p riods and until 30 to
60 days postpartum at which
time th y wer group d by fours
and assign d to four I v Is of
whey. Th exp riment lasted for
16 w ks. Alfalfa hay was
off red ad libitum and grain was
f d at th rat of 7.5 kg p r cow
daily.
Dairy cows in the experimental units where liquid whey feeding trials were
conducted. The cow in the center is drinking whey. Fresh whey was put in the
aluminum pots each day. Information on the blackboard above each stall
identifies the cow and the amount of feed she is to be fed.

for th animal early in lactation
is esp cially difficult under group
management systems. But such
difficulties might be avoided by
subjecting cows to measured
exercise and a modified diet for
60 days before they are due to
calve, and USU workers are now
investigating this possibility.
So far the researchers hav
imposed an ex rcise pattern on
100 cows and heifers. Based on a
sub equent fitness test th physical condition of many of th
animal was d finitely improv d
by the ex rcis . Other r suI ts
included easier calving a shortened time b tw en calving and
reI a e of the placenta, and a
relatively quick uterin return to
normal.
(Research rs : Lamb
Mickelsen)
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And rson ,

Liquid Whey as
Ruminant Feed
A small part of the che
industry's liquid wh y ha b en ~ d
to swine and poultry for y ar the ole outl t of any iz. Th
rest of this byprodu t wa
dump d. But wh n ch s plants
were ordered to c a dumping
whey in the inter t of non pollution alternativ mark t b came
a n c sity. On mark t wa dried
whey for bakerie candy mak r
and oth r comm rcial food processor but drying quipm nt is
expensiv
esp cially for mall
plants and th market is limited .
As one possible solution to the
problem , researchers here started
feeding liquid whey to dairy animals at the USU Dairy Res arch
Farm . They also checked the
digestibility of whey for rumi-

tudy hay intak
In thi
dropp d off among th d iry
cow indicating that wh y ould
r place part of th f d onc ntrat s.
In a different study 18 Holstein heif rs 6 to 8 months of
age w r assign d at random
within ach group to one of
three wh y-f ding treatm nts.
This 16-w k study indicat d
that the liquid whey was qual in
. feeding value to 2.3 kg of grain.
In th cours of th fe ding
ex perim n ts it was discov r d
that adult dairy cows would not
readily consum sour wh y. In
t sts with 18 Holst in calv s
w ighing approximat ly 120 kg,
both formaldehyde-tr ated and
sour whey w r readily consumed. A high-quality alfalfa hay
was used initially in the study
and several cases of bloat
occurred. When a poorer quality
hay was used, bloating ceased.
No other adv rs effects were
noted from formaldehyd treatm nt in these short-term trials.
(Researchers: And rson

Lamb)
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Computerized Rations
for Increasing Profits
from Dairy Cows
M. J . Anderson
Th us of com put rs for calculating rations for dairy cattl is
incr asing in popularity. Most
comput riz d programs in th
Unit d Stat s ar of th I astcost type and sugg st f d that
satisfy the animals' nutri nt
requirem nts at th last xpens . Profitabl I v Is of prod uction must b maintain d for
th s rations to work succ ssfully. Utah Stat University has
recently start d to provid a
comput rized ration s rvic for
dairymen. This service can significantly enhanc feeding fficiency.
But since the comput r cannot
think, careful preplanning by the
dairyman and the comput r
operator is required if the results
are to be validly useful. Because
unrealistic rations are sometimes
created, the dairyman should
examine computer-formulated
rations carefully before accepting
them. If there is any question,
the Extension Dairyman should
be contacted immediately.

r quir m nt of dairy ow for
n t n rgy for milk or TD
prot in
I ium pho phoru and
rud fib r a cording to th iz
of ow I v I of produ tion
bu tt rf t t t and ag . Th ompu t r on id r th
0 t of th
availabl f ds and calculat s th
low st cost ration that satisfi s
th r q uir m n ts of th animals
u ing th choic s of f ed availabl .
d that ati fy th r quir m nt for prot in al ium fib r
and n t n rgy for milk nearly
always provide an ad quat ration for dairy cows. How ver,
trace min raliz d salt should be
provided fre choic and if carotene has been destroyed in the
feeds, a vitamin A su ppl ment is
necessary.
Limitations of the Computer

Computerized ration service can
significantly enhance feeding efficiency.

What the Computer
Can Accomplish
When given the proper data
the computer will calculate the
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M t comput r program

do
Utah Science

individual cow rations is not feasible, but if individual feeding of
grain is desired, adjustments
bas d on the average rations can
be made.

eff cts and oth r factors that
might stimulat production or
health of the animal ar not
included in th comput r program. Similarly, the eff cts of
poor management in feeding and
in other phas s of th dairy
operation are also ignored. A
poor f eding program will r sult
in poor production, but a good
feeding program will not r suIt in
high production if other management phases are d fici nt.
Information Supplied by
the Dairyman
The success of a comput r
program is dep ndent upon the
quality of the information provid d. This information should
be as accurat as possible.
not consider minerals other than
calcium phosphorus, and salt.
Since at least 15 mineral elements are essential to dairy cows,
the majority do not enter into
th calculations. The sam is true
for vitamins A D and . The e
minerals and vitamins can easily
be add d to the ration if deficinci s are consider d likely.
Sometimes certain combinations of feeds in a ration stimulate production that is not xplainable by the nutrients the
fe ds contain. Thes associative
September 1976

Since nutri nt requirements
ar calculat d by the comput r
on the basis of body size, level of
production, butterfat test and
age of the animal, this information must be suppli d. Usually
averag values for a string or herd
ar used. Cows cannot sustain
production levels higher than
their feeding I vels. To avoid
underfeeding (especially th high
producers) a feeding I vel slightly
higher than is satisfactory for the
current average production level
may be advisable. Calculating

Each dairyman must provide a
list of feeds available and their
costs. The list should include
the feed quality and/or analysis
data, if possible. This is because the same feeds are not
available in all localities pric s
chang and some dairies are not
equipped to utiliz certain fe ds.
Prices quoted should includ proc ssing and delivery costs for
purchas d feeds. Equally realistic
values should be assign d to
hom grown feeds. How v r if
these values are too high , oth r
f ds will b recomm nd d in
their place.
Becaus quality of forages
in thei r
mak a big diff r n
nutritiv value f d analy e
although not indi pen abl for
comput rized rations can materially h lp assur an optimum
ration.
The dairyman should decide if
he wants r trictions ins rted in
the comput r program relative to
certain feeds. The three types of
restrictions that are used can be
in t rms of pounds or a percent
of the total ration. They are: 1)
Include a definite amount of a
certain feed regardless of cost.
An example would be the feeding of 10 pounds of one type of
hay. 2) Use up to but no more
than a given level of a feed.
Certain feeds such as corn silage,
molasses, bloat-causing hay, and
urea may not be fed in excess of
established levels even when
they are considerably lower in
price. 3) Use a specified minimum amount of a certain feed
regardless of prices. Higher levels
will be used when prices are
favorable. For example, a mini81

mum amount of dry hay is usually r commended. Beet pulp or
other bulky feeds may be d sir d, but high pric s may xelude them unless the computer
is told to inelude them at som
minimum I v 1.
What the Computer Provide
The USU computerized ration
is printed in terms of pounds of
feed per cow per day. The dairyman must then comput th
actual amount th h rd or string
receives daily and th composition of the grain mixtur .
In addition to the actual ration, the computer lists information about the composition of all
feeds consider d, feasibl cost of
those feeds rej ct d th valu of
milk, cost to feed each cow p r
day, and expect d incom ov r
feed
0 t. Som
information
about feed and th ration i
pr nt d on both an a -i and a
100 p r ent dry matt r ba i .
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Precaution
Cows may b
adversely
affected by ration changes, therefor
th y should b gradually
chang d to n w rations, specially wh n the chang is drastic.
A la-day to 2-w k adjustment
period may h Ip pr vent s rious
drops in production.
Rations should b checked
car fully to insure that correct
r strictions have b en impos d.
Unrealistic ration will result if
improper restrictions ar us d.
rrors in k y punching th information can 1 ad to und sirabl
results. Results are check d but
dairym n still should be al rt to
th possibility of errors or unr alistic rations.

two or three times per year is
adequate.
Cost of Calculating Rations
The basic cost for the USU
program is $ 5. This provides the
dairyman with thr e different
rations. The thr rations can be
d signed for u
with differ nt
strings or diff rent lev Is of production or to allow for different
ingredi nts or restrictions. An
additional charge of $ 1 is made
for each ration beyond the basic
thre .

Frequency of Computing Rations

The ounty Ext nsion Agent
can provide dairymen with forms
that sp cify th necessary information. Advice can also be given
about restrictions and can help
wi th in terpretation of the
rations.

ew ration should be formulat d wh n v r major chang s
occur in availability or pric of
feeds. Oth rwise recalculation

M. J. Anderson is Asso iate Professor) Departmen t of Dairy Science and Federal
Collaborator, ARS, USU.
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Feed AnalysesKey to Effective Rations
M. J. Anderson

Increases in feed prices have
made livestock producers aware
of the need to stretch their feed
dollars as far as possible. One
method is to test feeds for their
nutrient contents and then properly interpret and use the results of the analysis. Feed composition tables (Table 1) are useful indicators but may not be
accurate for a specific lot of
feed. When feed samples are not
taken correctly , the effects of
stage of maturity, weather, and
harvesting conditions can not be
evaluated in nutrient terms. If the
sample is not representative,
however, the results will have no
value. Descriptions of proper
sampling procedures are available
from the feed testing laboratory
or from the Extension Servic .
Random samples should be taken
from several sites within a particular lot of feed. That is because
two adjacent bales frequently
differ in composition and relative
value more than do two separate
lots of hay. Samples of alfalfa
hay should contain the same
proportion of leaves and stems as
in the total lot of hay because
leaves are about twice as high in
energy value and protein as the
stems.
Major Tests

Only tests that will influence
the feeding program should be
September 1976

conducted. Other tests simply
waste time and money. For
example, grains vary less in composition than do forages. With
good quality grains, i.e. good full
kernels, nutrient values usually
can be closely estimated from
feed composition tables and little
additional informa tion will be
gained from running feed analyses. Some varz"etz"es of grain,
however, differ from normal in
protein content and for these it
might be advisable to analyze the
protein content. Also, if a grain
is not thoroughly dry, its moisture content should be determined.
The most valuable determination made on silages, haylage and
other high moisture feeds is of
their moisture content. Measures
of energy and protein contents
of hay crop silages and haylag
are useful in calculating rations
but are difficult to derive unless
the moisture is known. A certain
amount of moisture is necessary
in feeds for palatability and for
proper preservation of some
feeds, but feeds should primarily
supply nutrients and not satisfy
water requirements.

Nitrates in feeds can result in
nitrate poisoning.

Lack of sufficient useful
energy is the most common nutritional deficiency in high producing dairy cows. Hays and
hay-crop silages vary widely in
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Table 1.

Typical composition of some common feeds. Values are on a dry
matter basis.
NEL**

TDN**

cp**

DP**

Alfalfa Hay or Silage*

Kcal/lb

%

%

%

Prebud - >20% Protein
Bud 18·20% Protein
Early bloom 16·18% Protein
Mid bloom < 16% Protein
Corn Silage
Corn 60 lbs/bu
Barley 48 lbs/bu
Wheat
Beet pulp - Molasses dried

680
635
594
548
630
1098
970
1050
803

66
63
60
57
63
91
83
88
72

>20
18·20
16·18
<16
9
9
12
13
8

> 14.5
14.5
12.5
< 12.5
4.5
4.5
8.0
9.0
4.0

*Hay harvested under good conditions, no excessive leaf loss.
**NEL=Net energy for lactation (or milk); TDN=total digestible nutrients; CP=Crude
Protein; DP=Digestible Protein.

energy value, thus a specific analysis is needed of such feeds.
After energy, the second most
valuable bit of infonnation about
a forage is its protein content.
While adequate protein supplements must be provided when
needed, they are a waste of
money if not needed. Generally,
as the protein content increases
the energy value also increases,
especially for alfalfa. Thus protein content is sometimes used to
estimate energy value, although
this estimation has some limitations.
Other Tests
Other tests are recommended
only for special conditions.
Heated forages have lower energy
and digestible protein contents.
Tests are available that can measure heat damage effects. Silages
and hays that are brown or black
because of heat should be analyzed to determine the extent of
damage. Nitrates in feeds can
result in nitrate poisoning. If high
levels are suspected (as may
occur in grasses such as sudan
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grass that have been heavily fertilized with nitrogen or poultry
manure), an analysis is in order.
High-nitrate feeds adequately diluted with low-nitrate feeds can
provide a safe ration.

icals which could be transferred
to milk or meat. However, these
tests are usually conducted by
regulatory agencies.

Phosphorus content of forages
can vary considerably as a result
of soil conditions. If phosphorus
supplements are scarce and expensive, and if forage constitutes
a major part of the ration , a
phosphorus analysis may be desired. Alfalfa hay is high in calcium and 10 pounds of alfalfa
will nearly always satisfy the
calcium requirements of the
dairy cow. If limited alfalfa is
fed, a calcium analysis of the
feeds used may be warranted.
Also, when milk fever becomes a
problem the calcium: phosphorus
ration may need to be modified,
which could require analysis for
these elements.

The better the forage quality,
the less concentrate will be
required for an animal to achieve
a given level of production. Since
concentrates and protein supplements are usually more expensive
than forages, it is advisable to
calculate (or balance) a ration
toward satisfying requirements
for the expected level of production. Results of feed analyses
are used for these computations,
regardless of whether the ration
is balanced using the computer
or manually. As quality of feed
increases, level of production
should increase. If this happens,
a new ration may have to be
computed to account for the
higher level of production.

Analyses for other nutrients or
compounds should be conducted
only under very special conditions. Examples could include
trace minerals, poisons or toxic
substances and agricultural chem-

Interpreting Results of Analysis

Rations can be more
accurately balanced (necessary
nutrients provided) if the results
of feed analysis are available.
Computerized programs use the
Utah Science

results of feed analysis to insure
that requirements of the animals
are satisfied and at the same time
consider the cost of ingredients.
The end result is high production
at the most economical cost.
Summary of Available Tests
Tests having high value:

Generally, as the protein content
increases the energy value also
increases.

Net energy lactation or TDN.
E p cially important for hay and
hay crop silage fairly important
for corn silag . For grain valu
from tables of f d composition
are often as valuabl as analysis
when kernels are full and quality
is good.
Moi ture (or dry matter). A
must for silages and oth r high
moistur feeds. ot critical for
dry feeds such as hay and grain
which usually contain 87 to 91
percent dry matt r.
Protein. Valuable for hay and
hay crop silag . Less important
for corn silage and c r al grains.

isfied. However, if milk f ver
becomes a real problem and if
the calcium:phosphorus ratio
becomes extremely critical calcium analysis may be warranted.
Carotene (Vitamin A). From
analysis it could be determined
whether adequate carot n is
present to satisfy the r quir ment. However, the cost of analysis could exce d the cost of
r comm nded supplementations.
Nitrate. Som grasses, especially sudan grass, accumulat nitrates which can caus nitrate
poisoning. This occurs primarily
on soils which have r c ived
heavy applications of nitrogen
fertilizers or poultry manure.
Animals can tol rate som nitrates, thus high nitrate f eds can
be diluted with oth r fe ds and
still safely be us d. Wh n high
nitrat s are suspect d, a nitrat
analysis should be made.
M. J. Ander on is Associate Professor, Department of Dairy Sci nee and Federal
Collaborator, ARS, USU.

Tests having limited value:
Heat damage. This is especially
valuabl for silage or haylage.
Heat damage low rs prot in digestibility and particularly low rs
the energy content.

18U0l181 Hunllng I FIShing Day

A h. Ash cont nt may give an
indication of contamination with
dirt, which may affect palatability and reduce nutrient value.
Phosphorus. Generally values
from feed composition tables are
recommended although an analysis would aid in a mor accurate
assessment of the phosphorus intake.
Calcium. In most instances
where 10 pounds or more of
alfalfa is fed per cow daily, the
calcium requirements will be satSeptember 1976
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Foods Instead of Drugs To Offset Diuretic Potassium Losses

Bonita W. Wyse, Ann Sorenson,
Arthur J. Wittwer and R. Gaurth Hansen

Potassium is one of the socalled electrolytes that are
crucial to human health. Unfortunately, a wide variety of drugs
and diseases can cause diverse
electrolyte imbalances. In recent
years, potassium loss has become
a particularly common medical
problem b cause of the increased
use of diuretics.
Diuretics, which enhanc the
urinary excretion of sodium and
water are used to reduce the
volume of extracellular fluid and
to prevent or combat edema
(excess retention of body water).
They achieve that goal by accel rating urine formation or, more
commonly, by depressing renal
(kidney) reabsorption of water
and sodium. Diuretics are often
prescribed for patients with
hypertension (high blood pressure), congestive heart failure, or
hepatic (liver) abnormalities.
Since each diuretic has its own
mode of action and potential
side effects,
ven a careful
matching with the pati nt's particular situation cannot preclude
the chance of problems.
86

The commonly used thiazide
(diurel and hydroxydiurel)
diuretics are called "potassium
wasting." Other diuretics have
littl effect on potassium, while
some actually conserve potassium at the expense of sodium.
The mor pot nt diuretics, however, tend to produce significant
potassium losses.
Physicians currently deal with
potassium defici ncies by combining potassium-sparing diuretics with supplemental potassium
salts. Unfortunately, both of
these classes of drugs incorporate
certain disad van tages. For
example the potassium-sparing
diuretics can prod uce elevated
blood urea nitrogen dizziness
vomiting diarrh a flaccid weakness etc. Potassium salt (e p cially th popular potassium hlorid) an hav sid
ff t that
generally indud irritation of
th upp r small int stin s. In
addition th
upplem nt ar
not always well absorbed and can
generate a fals sense of security
in patients who rely on them.

Potassium from Foods
As an alternative to the drug
therapy sid e-effe cts inerry-goround, we propose a qualitative
diet therapy. In other words, a
proper choice of foods can ef~ ctively offset potassium depl tion
problems.
In general, of course, the diets
of some individuals may not provide adequat potassium even
befor th y encounter illnesses
or drug therapy r gimes. For
xample om fully ambulatory
geriatric pati nt
hay
b en
found to hav a pota sium
intake of only 50 milliequivalents (1950 mg) per day, when
their estimated need was for 100
m illiequivalents. But whether
induced by low appetites, poor
food choices, disease, or drugs,
potassium deficiency can be
more pleasantly cured by foods
that provid ad quat absorbable
potassium than by drug upplem nts with th iT unpl asant sid
eff cts.
Patients are occasionally given
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Figure 1.

Some Specifics

Potassium and sodium profde of halibut for: (a) a 2300 kilocalorie
portion and (b) a normal serving size.

" POTATOES. BA KED IN SKIN ,
ANA LYSIS OF 112 LB WH ICH SUPPLIES 188 KCA L OF ENERGY
NUTRIENT
ENERGY
SODIUM
POTASSIUM

UNIT
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0
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Potatoes are a high potassium, low sodium food.

•• ASPA RGUS, COOKED SPEAR S,
ANA LYSIS OF 213 CUP PI ECES WHICH SUPP LIES 20 KCAL OF ENERGY

ENERGY
SODIUM
POTASSIUM

UNIT

AMOUNT
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KC A L
MEa
MEa

20.000

1.00
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Figure 3.

Asparagus is a good source of potassium compared to the calories
provided.
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Percent of nutrien t requirement in a quantity of food

--------------------------------- =INQ
Percent of energy requirement in a quantity of food

CALCULATIONS 8ASED ON - 2300 KCAL. 87 MEa SODIU M (2000 MGI.
AND 1"32 MEa POTASSIU M (5150 MGI

NUTRIENT

Admittedly , it has been difficult to determine the exact
amount of potassium likely to be
derived from food sources, but
an effective, quantitative method
for integrating high-potassium
foods into the total diet is now
available. The Index of Nutritional Quality (INQ) developed
at Utah Stat e University
measures a food's nutrient to
calorie density :

F:t:··r:K:I" ;ir:~:t'::J:::.

As Proportion 01 EnerQY

Figure 2.

food lists or counseled by physicians to consume foods high in
potassium, but they are rarely
given comprehensive instructions
on the quantities that should be
eaten. Many times, foods high in
potassium are simply added to
the patient's normal diet without
being considered in t erms of their
caloric and other nutrient contributions.

A computer program has been
developed which can calculate
the INQ for each nutrient of
concern. The result is then summarized as a graphic profile of
nutrient content. The ratio of
the food 's nutrient content to its
energy content remains constant.
The quantity of food in question
is thus immaterial to calculations
of the INQ. The USU research
group evaluat d numerous foods
to determine whether each has a
high d nsity of potassium relative to its kilocalori and sodium
contents. Sodium was ind ud d
because patients on diuretic therapy are oft n on sodium-restricted intak s as well.
For illustrativ purposes the
com mon prescription of 132

87

milliequivalents (5150 mg) of
potassium and 87 milliequivalents (2000 mg) of sodium per
day for patients on diuretic
therapy has been used as a standard. The daily intake of potassium for most people averages
100 milliequivalents (3900 mg)
per day, with a range of 40-153
milliequivalents (1560-5970 mg).
The average potassium chloride
supplementation level supplies
32 milliequivalents (1250 mg) ,
which is believed to adequately
offset the potassium lost during
therapy. The sodium standard of
87 milliequivalents (2000 mg)
represents the no-salt-added
dietary prescription , which is
given to many hypertensive
patients.
An INQ above "1" for potas-

sium in a food indicates that the
amount of the food that would
sa tisfy an individual's total
energy requirement for a day
(2300 kcal) should also supply
the required amounts of potassium. Conversely, a food with an
INQ lower than "1" would be a
poor choice for the patient needing potassium repletion because
it would not supply enough potassium relative to caloric contribution. To be appropriate for a
patient on potassium-wasting
diuretic therapy and a moderately sodium-restric}ed diet, a
food would need to have an INQ
above "1" for potassium and
below "1" for sodium. The illustrations reflect standards that are
appropriate for many patients.
The computer program, however,
can be easily modified to fit any
sodium and potassium dietary
requiremen ts.
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Figure 4.

Raisins, a food traditionally used for potassium supplementation, only
has a potassium INQ of 1.13.
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Figure S.

Sauerkraut
47.72).

high in pota sium (INQ = 3.34) and odium (INQ =

··8ANANAS
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5
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As Proponion of

CALCULATIONS RASED ON - THE u.s. RDA. 2300 KCAL. J8'IIt FAT.
~ CARBO .. 12% PROTEIN
ENERGY

2300 KCAL

CARBO-TOT 288G

PROTEIN 65 G
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7G

PHOSPHORS l000MG

IRON
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VITAMINA

18 MG SOCIUM

RI BOFLAVN 1.7 MG NIACI N 20 MG

Figure 6.

FAT

97 G

CALCIUM l000MG
5000IU

VITAM IN C

4000MG
THIAMIN 1.5 MG
60 MG

The profile for a banana illustrates a range of nutrients for which
INQs can be calculated.

In the unlikely situation of
fresh halibut being used as the
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sole source of a person's energy,
a 2300 kilocalorie portion would
supply 62 percent of the 87
milliequivalents (2000 mg) of
sodium and 193 percent of the
132 milliequivalent (5150 mg)
standard for potassium (Figure
la). Most people, however, consume a variety of foods each day.
Figure 1b shows the ratio of
nutrients to energy (lNQ), in a
3.5 ounce serving of halibut.
Such a serving of halibut provides 100 kcal, which is 4 percent of our assumed 2300 kcal
energy requirement per day for
an average adult, and 8 percent
of the daily potassium prescription. The same serving would
also provide 3 percent of the
sodium prescription.
A large baking potato has
exceptionally high potassium,
and low sodium contents (Figure
2). The potato would provide
only 8 percent of a person's total
energy requirement and less than
one percent of the sodium prescription, but would contribute
19 percent of the dietary potassium prescription (INQ = 2.32).
Each one percent of the
energy requirement satisfied by
cooked asparagus (Figure 3)
would provide 3.9 percent of the
potassium requirement. Since the
caloric content is so low, almost
unlimited quantities can be consumed. One serving of asparagus
provides 5 milliequivalents (195
mg) of potassium and only 20
kcal. A 5/8 cup serving of raisins,
a more traditionally favored food
supplement for dietary potassium, provides 20 milliequivalents (780 mg) of potassium but
also contains 289 kcal (Figure 4).
The raisins' potassium INQ is
therefore only 1.13, or about
September 1976

one-third that of asparagus.
Thus, on a per calorie basis,
asparagus contains approximately three times more potassium than raisins.
Sauerkraut, as seen in Figure
5, has an excellent INQ for potassium (3.34), but would not be
included on lists for potassium
supplementation because of its
inordinately high sodium content
(INQ = 47.7).
The USU research group has
incorporated nutrient composition of over 2000 foods into
their computer program (Table
1). To illustrate how this data
bank can be used to evaluate a
food for its overall nutrient
value, Figure 6 presents a profile
of eighteen of the essential nutrients in a medium banana. From
this profile it can be seen that
bananas are a good source of
potassium (lNQ = 1.87), and an
even better source of ascorbic
acid (INQ = 4.51). Bananas also
contain adequate amounts of iron
(the most difficult nutrient to
supply in adequate amounts in
American diets), and close to the
required amounts of vitamin A,
thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin.

Halibut can be a very attractive entree
and a good source of potassium.

In Table 1, individual foods
have been grouped into classes
that emphasize their potassium
contents. Foods listed in regular
type con tain potassium in
amounts relatively less than their
caloric contents, i.e., they have
potassium! calorie INQs less
than "1." Th s food would
hav to be consum d in x ss of
energy needs to meet the potassium supplementation requirment. In contra t the food
underlined have high pota sium/
calorie INQs and should con ti-
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Table 1.

Dietary Potassium Food Supplement List

oods High in
pota ium (8 .0
Meq/serving or
more)

Dairy Products

Meat, Poultry,
Fish

Dry Beans, Nuts

Vegetables
(fresh)

Fruits

Milk +Butter
low fat
~
skim
+Yogurt from
skim milk

+ Abalone! canned
Beef, ground
oven roast
pot roast
pot pie
sirloin steak
vegetable stew
Bluefish l baked

Almond meal
Beans, navy
red

Avocado, raw
Bamboo shoots!
raw
Beans z lima z
boiled
Mushrooms z raw
Parsniesl cooked
Potato I baked
French fried
salad
+Swiss chard
Winter ~uashz
baked

AEricots z dried
uncooked
Bananas
Breadfruit z raw
Fruit cocktail,
canned
Graeefruit juice
GraEefruitorange juice
Melon
---casaba

~

white

~atfish

hicken
+chow mein l
canned
pot pie
white & dark
+Chili con came
with beans,
canned
+Cod l canned ,
+Flounder l baked
Haddockl raw
Halibut l baked
Herring l raw
Lambchop
Lake herring
Mackerel l raw
Perch l raw
Pike l raw
+Sardines l canned
+Scalloesl cooked
Veal, roast
Foods moderately high in
potassium
(2.6-7.9 Meq/
serving)

Foods low in
pota sium
(2 .5 Mel/ erving or less)

+ ottage cheese
Ice cream

+ heese, cheddar
+Swiss
ggs, boiled
Sherbet

Bass fresh
+Beef, chipped
dried
Clams, raw
Lamb leg,
roasted
Liver
Porkchop
+Tuna, canned

+Anchovy , pickled
+Bacon
+Bologna , 3"
diam. slices
+Sausage, links

+Beans with
pork &
tomato sauce
+Peanut butter
+Peanuts
roasted , salted

+Artichoke,
boiled
AsQaragus
boiled
Beans, &!:een
boiled
Beans, green
~ellow

+Beets l canned
Broccoli, cooked
Brussels sQrouts
( abbage, raw
cooked
+carrots z cooked
Cauliflower
Corn, sweet
ESSElant z cooked
Lettuce
Onion
Peas z fresh
Peas & carrots
cooked
+Pickle z dill
Potato l boiled
mashed
+Sauerkraut
+Seinach
Summel ~uash
Succotash I cooked
Tomato z raw
+juice
Vegetable I mixed

Grain Products

Misc. Items

Cereals:
oatmeal ,
cooked
+Macaroni &
cheese
Rice , cooked

+Beef broth
+( hicken broth
+Soup
·minestrone
+vegetable
beef
Teal instant

Bread ,
white
whole wheat
hocolate chip
cookie
upcake
Fig Bar
Cereal ,
corn meal
corn flakes
farina
puffed rice

Butter
+Catsup
Cocoa, dry
Qowder
+ rench dressing
+Mayonnai e
+Mustard
Salad oil
Sugar, white

hone~dew

musk
water
Nectarine
Orange I navel
Orange juice
Paeaya
Pears l canned
Prunes l uncooked
Raisins

AQricots, raw
canned
nectar
Blackberries
raw
Bo~senberries ,

frozen
herries
sour
sweet
Currants l raw
Figsl canned
Gooseberries,
canned
Graeefruit
raw
Kumguats z raw
Peaches
raw
canned
Pears, raw
PineaEEle z
~

~
Plums z raw
Prune zjuice
RasE berries,
red z raw
Strawberries l
raw
Tangerines

+cele~, raw
Cucumber, raw

Underlined foods are good sources of potassium in terms of caloric content, i.e., INQ's greater than "I"
+High odium foods, i.e. I Q> 1:00
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tute most of the potassiumseeking individual's diet.
Foods high in sodium content
have been marked with a "+," i.e.
INQ greater than one. People on
sodium-restricted diets should
beware of these foods except on
rare occasions and in small
amounts.
Obviously , foods can provide a
practicable alternative to drugs as

a source of potassium. The computerized USU food data bank is
also finding increasing use by
physicians, dietitians and nutritionists as a basis for counseling
individuals with diverse dietary
problems. In essence, by devising
and computerizing the INQ concept, the USU researchers have
facilitated sensible food choices
by anyone interested in optimizing their nutritional status.

Bonita W. Wyse is Assistant Professor, Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences,
USU.
Ann Sorenson is Temporary Assistant Professor, Department of Nutrition and Food
Sciences, USU.

Arthur J. Wittwer has just completed an MS
in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, USU.
R. Gaurth Hansen is Provost and Profe or,
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
and Professor, Department of Nutrition and
Food Services USU.

Growing Old In Utah ·
The Nutrition Side
Delay G. Hendricks, Sharon Fisher,
Flora Bardwell and Arthur W. Mahoney

When we are lonely , or on a
tight budget, or feeling unwell ,
or experiencing a combination of
such stresses we tend to neglect
nutrition - which is und esirable at
any age, but can be downright
dangerous for senior citizens.
To find out whether achieving
adequate nutrition is a problem
for Utah's elderly and to answer
other related questions, an evaluation phase funded by Utah
State University's Quality of
Rural Life Program was attached
to a Vista-funded Seniors Nutrition Aide Program (SNAP) in the
September 1976

five-county area of southwestern
Utah.
The Vista program was designed to help communities capitalize upon the experience resources represented by their
elderly citizens. The program encouraged cooperative interaction
among the elderly and youth
groups. By promoting involvemen t in gardening and in the
sharing of food products, Vista
personnel expected that senior
citizens would have their food
supplies supplemented and the
youngsters would learn from the

time-proved insights of some of
the seniors. The results have been
most r warding. Gardens have
been planted where space for
gardens had been abandoned .
Drawing on the expertise, advice
and direction of the senior citizens and combining that with the
tinle, energy and willingness of
the youth resulted in gardens in
twenty communities. Usually
these activities were supervised
by a volunteer 4-H club leader.
Vegetables were distributed to
elderly in the communities as
they were harvested.
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Many establish d garden produced food to shar with s nior
citiz ns of th communiti . In
this case, awareness of the need
of the targ t population wa
in rea d by involving prod u r
and youth in distributing gard n
products.
Member of th
utrition and
Food Sci n s Departm nt at
Utah Stat Univ rsity valuat d
the nutritional sta tus of om of
the Iderly participants in this
program. Both dietary and biochemical valuation w r mad .
In addition a gen ral information que tionnaire provid d data
about gen ral living ituation
and health condition .
On th averag tho surv y d
w r w 11 nourish d and wer
very cone rn d about maintaining optimum h alth. About 5
to 10 perc nt how v r wer
deficient in on or mor nutri nt
om to a point of severe
concern such a iron d fi i n y
an mia. Overw ight high blood
pr s ur and high rum chol sterol 1 v Is w r common among
th individual intervi w d.

Table 1.

Mean dietary intake of Utah rural elderly
Female

Male
utrient

Mean Intake

N RGY (Kcal)
Protein (g)
Calcium (mg)
Iron (mg)
Vitamin A (I.U.)
Vitamin C (mg)
Thiamin (mg)
Riboflavin (mg)
Cholesterol (mg)
Fiber (g)

Table 2.

1945
80
875
12.4
9555
98
1.2
2 .0
459
5.1

Recommended
2400
65
800
10
5000
60
1.2
1.7
<500
> 3

Mean Intake
1470
64
690
9.9
7117
93
0.9
1.5
343
4.2

Recommended
1700
55
800
10
5000
55
1.0
1.5
< 500
> 3

Biochemical findings in Utah's rural elderly

Hemoglobin gms/ 100 ml
Hematocri t, %
Iron, mg/100 ml
Cholester I mg/ 100 ml
Protein, gms/ 100 ml
Vitamin A, ug/l00 ml

Male Mean

Female Mean

Acceptable Level

16.2
47.2
94
238
7.4
52

15.0
44.0
94
256
7.2
49

> 14.0/ 12.0*
>44/41
>40
<250
>6.5
> 20

*Male value/ femaJe value

Socio-economic haracteri tic
Of the 300 p opl (66 per nt
worn n) involv d in the nutrition
surv y 45 p rc nt had not compI ted high school. One-third of
th population liv d alone. T n
perc nt had an annual incom of
Ie s than $2000. in ty p rcent
of those with very low income
I vels w rover 65 y ars of ag .
Th m an ag of th 300 was 68
y ars with a rang of 41 to 93
years. All of th participant
wer
aucasian, with 90 p rc nt
being hom own rs.
Six t y per c e n t 0 f tho
sampl d had gardens and 79 p rcent pr s rv d som food items.
How v f, as in com d crea d so
did the perc nt having gardens.
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Neglected nutrition can be downright dangerous for senior
citizens.
Dr. Deloy Hendricks and medical technologist Sandy Tyson direct the
blood sampling.

When asked whether they
would spend more money on
food if they had access to more
money, 43 percent responded
that they would. evertheless,
only 2 percent of this group used
food stamps.
Dietary Intake
As indicated by a three-day
dietary record kept by each individual, energy requirements were
not being met on the average
(Table 1). About 7 percent of
surveyed population had caloric
intakes of less than one-half what
is recommended by the US Nutrition Research Council. Paradoxically, though, when compared to the generalized ideal
weight for height tables, 40 percent of the women and 20 percent of the men were overweight
by 10 percent or more. Perhaps
low energy expenditures are
more of a problem than low
en rgy intake. With the indicated
short supply of calories, however, it would be almost impossible for an individual to obtain
adequate amounts of the other
essential nutrients.
Mean protein intake was exceptionally high. Only about 7
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perc nt of th population had
very low prot in di t whil 20
percent of the men and 5 p rc nt
of the worn n averag d ov r 100
gm of protein per day. With
limited income and high protein
foods being the most exp nsive it
would s em that reduced prot in
intake is a dietary modification
that may be very ben ficial to a
large number of the eld rly.
Twenty-fiv perc nt of the
men and 40 percent of the
women wer consuming 1 ss than
75 percent of their recommended daily allowanc of calcium. This observation may reflect the intol ranc to lacto e
that plagues some older individuals. Iron intak in th elderly
is generally not a probl m, due
to the decreased requirem nt in
the women following menopause. About 5 percent of the
men and women did not achieve
50 percent of the r commended
10 mg per day of iron.
Vitamin intakes were generally
adeq uate or in exc ss. Only 10
percent of the participants were
getting less than the r commended 1 vel for any of the
vitamins. Thes evaluations were
based solely on foods consumed.
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HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE

MEN 27%
WOMEN 30%

OBESITY

ANEMIA

MEN 8%
WOMEN 22%

MEN 8%
WOMEN 10%

HIGH
CHOLESTEROL

MEN 33%
WOMEN 50%

PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION WITH PROBLEMS

Table 2. Some health problems among Utah's rural elderly.

In addition, vitamin supplements
w re taken by 40 perc n t of th
men and 48 percent of the
women. This analysis indicates
that th vitamin supplem nts
were generally not need d.
As would be expected with a
low energy and a somewhat low
calcium diet, cholesterol intake
was not excessive. Nevertheless,
40 percent of the men and 13
percent of the women were consuming over 500 mg per day.
Fiber intake tended to be low
with 20 percent of all those
sampled eating less than 3 gms of
fiber per day. This may be due to
the problems fibrous foods
(whole grains, leafy vegetables,
nuts) can present to people with
dentur s. Seventy percent of the
population had ither partial or
complete dentures . Th general
lack of fiber in the di t may b a
factor in the high consumption
of digestive and laxative medications (17 percent of those surveyed).
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Biochemical Findings
The mean values for all biochemical determinations were
acceptable with the exception of
serum cholesterol levels (Table
2). Higher than desirable serum
cholesterol values were observed
in 50 percent of the women and
33 percent of the men. Since
dietary cholesterol intake was
generally low , the serum levels
may reflect the high incidence of
overweight observed and may be
associated with too little exercise
and/or too much anxiety.

About 5 to 10 percent of the
elderly were deficient in one or
more nutrients.

Recommendations for Elderly
This study showed that although nutrition is generally
adequate, excess weight, high
blood pressure and high serum
cholesterol levels are problems
for Utah's elderly. Other factors
such as anxiety or stress can
influence both blood pressure
and cholesterol and indirectly
wight. In many cases physical
x rcise such as a block walk
each day can be exceedingly beneficial.

Utah Science

High protein foods could be
used in smaller quantities and
whole grain products increased
th u s glvmg some relief to
strained food budgets. Inclusion
of more fibrous foods (vegetables, whole grains, nuts) in the
diet would also promote less
reliance upon laxatives.
As food intak decreases wiser
choices must be mad to insure

adequate nutrients for the body.
Pick foods with a high nutrient
density, i.e. less cookies, soft
drinks, etc. and more fresh fruits,
vegetables and dairy products.
Keep involved. It provides exercise, social opportunities and
adds interest to life. These in
turn create appetite, whereby we
eat and obtain the nutrients our
bodies need to main tain health
and vigor.

Deloy G. Hendricks js Associate Profe sor,
Department of Nutrition and ood Sciences, USU.
Sharon isher is Re earch Technician, Department of Nutrition and ood Sciences,
USU.
Flora Bardwell i Supervi or of amily Life
Program and A sociate Dean,
ten ion;
Associate Profe or Department of utrition and ood Science USU.
Arthw W. Mahoney is Associate Professor,
Department of Nutrition and Food
Sciences, USU.

A T eDlporary Transition ...
Editor on Leave

Joan K. Shaw, Utah Science
Editor since 1974, takes a short
leave of absence beginning with
this issue of the Science.
Having brought a new dimension to the content and look of
Utah Science, Mrs. Shaw has, we
believe, sought not only to present the most important current
research in general audience
terms but has revised th appearance of th magazine to mak
its articles attractive and inviting
to the r ader.
Not only does Mrs. Shaw
guide the publication of Utah
Science, she edits Agricultural
September 1976

Experiment Station Bulletins,
Research Reports various other
research publications and College
of Agriculture and xperiment
Station manuscripts for publication in professional journals.
Returning to school during her
leave, she has received a Carnegie
Foundation Grant to obtain a
Doctor of Arts degree at Idaho
State University, Pocatello,
Idaho.
Mrs. Shaw will return to Utah
Science in July, 1977. In her
absence, the magazine will be
edited by Lynne Paoletti,
Assistant Editor.

- L.P.
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